
VIConlusionThe �rst aspet onerns the performane results of the LT ode, whenthe erasure pattern, that ombines random bursts and random puntual paketerasures, was employed in the simulation of the hannel. From analyzing theurve presented in �g. V.1, it an be noted that very little deoding is possiblein the LT deoder, up to approximately the overhead that is required toompletely deode the original message.The plot presented in �g. V.6 shows that throughout this interval, undereight perent overhead and for an error probability of three perent, the Reed-Solomon based shemes perform muh better.However, as soon as an amount of integral enoded symbols, of approx-imately what is required by the deoder to ompletely deode the inomingstring, is reahed, a behavior similar to a deoding waterfall is observed andthe LT ode performs better.Furthermore, through subjetive analysis of the deoded video, thequality is still not satisfatory within the overhead interval for whih the single-and the two-dimensional Reed-Solomon odes outperform the LT ode. In otherwords, at the point where the LT ode ompletely deodes the inoming stream,the Reed-Solomon shemes still present visual degradation.This an be veri�ed subjetively in the sample frames shown in �guresV.7, V.8 and V.9, for the LT ode and for the single and two dimensional Reed-Solomon odes respetively, all employing the same overhead and an identialhannel erasure pattern.Considering the aforementioned, our �rst onlusion regarding the om-parison between the Reed-Solomon shemes and the LT ode in the simulationsenario presented herein, is that if the appliation is bandwidth ritial, Reed-Solomon would be the sheme of hoie, sine at lower overheads � or higherloss rates � the LT deoder reovers almost no information, while the Reed-Solomon deoder is apable of reovering a signi�ant amount of the originalsymbols. However, if the appliation is quality ritial, in other words, if it isworth to have muh higher quality, i.e., the original ontent ompletely de-
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Chapter VI. Conlusion 68oded, at the ost of a slightly larger overhead, the LT ode is the appropriatehoie for this simulation senario.Other important aspets an also be onluded from the omparisonbetween the three oding shemes, when di�erent erasure patterns are em-ployed. All patterns have the same erasure probability Perr ≈ 0.03 , di�eringin the erasure distributions, as explained in Chapter IV. From analyzing theresults presented in �gures V.6, V.4 and V.5, the following is observed:� The performane for the LT ode was more or less the same for allerasure patterns. This is a result of the larger LT paket sizes and ofthe Universality property of Fountain odes.� When the erasure pattern omprises random bursts of pakets only,the seond dimension of the Reed-Solomon sheme does not presentany improvement over the single dimensional one. Instead, it makes theperformane worst. This is probably beause the seond dimension doesnot bene�t from the interleaving, whih distributes the burst losses andhene, it is not reovering a signi�ant amount of erased symbols, thatjusti�es the inrease in overhead that is imposed upon its appliation.� When the ombined erased pattern is employed, adding random singlepaket erasures to the random burst pattern, the seond dimension opessigni�antly with the deoding proess, whereas the �rst interleaveddimension is more severely impaired and presents the worst performane.� When single pakets are erased at random, with no burst erasures, bothReed-Solomon shemes present very similar results.In [10℄, the ombination of random single pakets and random burstsis pointed as the most ommon erasure pattern in IP networks, the �rstomponent usually resulting from jitter and bu�er over�ow, while the seondresulting from tra� disruption and network ongestion. Thus, we onludethat, even though the single dimensional Reed-Solomon supersedes its two-dimensional version in some erasure patterns, the latter should be a morefrequent hoie among these two, due to its better results in the more realistisenario.
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